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Notes from the President......
Buellton, Calif. rally is history!

It was super - good time by all.

Dave Steele (rally host) came
up with some great awards. They
were something else! and the pin
and T-shirt design featuring the
Krauser outfit was a real change
(thanks Dave).

Joe Rybacek's sidecar clinic
was successful and very informa-
tive. We hope to have Joe at future
rallies. The grand tour by John
Fowler was about 85 miles long:
mountains, beach and fantastic
views.

Colin Bembridge and his lovely
wife Anita made a real hit with all.
Both of them have been active with
the British Federation of Sidecarists
for over twenty years. Colin will be
one of the folks helping us put on
the Watsonian 75th Anniversary
Sidecar Rally in August 1987 - in
England!

Colin lives near London; after
the rally he will show American
sidecarists the real London - things
as a tourist you wouldn't see!!
Hmmmm...

The big winner of the sidecar
raffle is Don Hoffman, Sacramento,
Calif. Congratulations...

Executive committee meeting
was attended by nearly all of the
members of the board. So big
changes are in store for USCA
members: better services, benefits -
much more on this later. It's really
exciting!

Last thing: A BIG THANKS to
all who helped at the rally -
Johnsons, Krautz', Doyles, Dave
Steele, Rennsport Rider gang and
many more.

Doug Bingham
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From where I Sit
FROM WHERE I SIT
By HAKendall

Let's all put our shoulders to the wheel. It
takes the entire membership to keep us to-
gether, especially if you want to continue to
receive your Sidecarist.

We have had difficulty with our computer
service since the last quarter of 1985 which we
believe is almost corrected - however, it has
resulted in some new members not getting into
the system, others in not being reinstated and
still more not getting their renewal notices.
These problems unfortunately, sometimes take
awhile to surface, and when they finally do are
sometimes terminal.

Renewals recently ground to a halt. We
found the Computer Service had not sent our
membership secretary the mailing labels. No
renewal notices sent out equates to no renew-
als sent in. This equates to no money in the
treasurey which in turn equals no Sidecarists
out.

This problem has been taken care of.
However, some will receive a renewal notice
after you have renewed. Please do not take
offense. If you suspect your membership is
about to expire, send in your dues anyway. It
will be added to your current subscription.
And, be sure to include your correct member-
ship number.

If you are a current member and have not
received your Sidecarist, please drop a line to
Joyce Armour. Tell her which issues are miss-
ing and be sure to give her your membership
number and your expiration date. Joyce has the
back issue supplies. Also contact Donna
Porzelt and tell her you have fallen through the
cracks. She keeps the computer service up-
dated.

Please accept our apologies for any incon-
venience and let us see you on the road.

USCA  RATE ON  NADA
APPRAISAL GUIDES
By HAKendall

NADA has recently added a valuable sidecar
value guide, which, with the assistance of sidecar
manufacturers and distributors, promises to be the most
useful sidecar information available.

Because of the cooperation of the United Sidecar
Association, Inc., and the sidecar manufacturers and
distributors, NADA Appraisal Guides has offered the
following benefits to current active USCA members:

First, contact Lenny Sims. Tell him you are an
active USCA member, and request a current Motor-
cycle Appraisal Guide. No cost as long as you also
provide your USCA number. Write to Lenny Sims,
Motorcycle Guide Editor, NADA Appraisal Guides,
P.O. Box 7800, Costa Mesa, California 92628-9

Shortly thereafter you will receive a copy of the
latest NADA Motorcycle Appraisal Guide.  If you wish
to continue to receive the NADA Motorcycle Appraisal
Guide at the special USCA rate of only $30.00 per year
(instead of the regular $45.00 per year rate), do the
following:

1. Complete and remove the subscription order form in
front of the NADA Appraisal Guide.

2. Sign your name on the Signature line.

3. Below the Signature line, write "30.00 special
USCA M/C Sub."

4. On the Firm Line, write in your full USCA member-
ship number "**** " (include all zeros, plus the
letter code).

5. On the other side of the card, write clearly "To the
Attention of Lenny Sims" above the Business Reply
Card Box.

6. Complete and send off to Lenny Sims at NADA
Appraisal Guide.

The NADA Appraisal Guide discount almost
pays the entire USCA annual dues. Just another reason
to remain a USCA member. And, include your USCA
membership number on your Appraisal Guide renewal
to keep the discount coming.
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LOW PAY, LONG HOURS -
BUT YOU'LL BE FAMOUS
Dear Doug:

I got your parcel on January 28. Thank you
very much. The first sidecar booklet is published
now. Enclosed one for your perusal. I hope you'll
introduce it in The Sidecarist (See July issue). It
can be ordered at my address with enclosed $9
cash. It's airmailed.

Meanwhile I'm working at the second one.
Publishing date is planned for September/Octo-
ber 1986.

I would appreciate it very much if you could
print the following text in Sidecarist.

Wanted: Correspondent for Germany.

Presupposition: Very good photographer
and much time to go to vintage and sidecar
rallies. For further information, please contact:
Franitza Martin, Brunnsteinstrasse 3, 8058
Erding, Fed. Rep. of Germany

I hope you enjoy reading of the booklet.
That's all for today.

Yours sincerely, Franitza Martin

LOUREYs IMPRESSED
WITH NEW GAZELLE SC
Dear Hal:

Haven't seen the Gazelle in The Sidecarist
(a Canadian Sidecar built by Richard Price of
Eganville, Ontario. Phone (613) 6282922). We
are very impressed with our new Gazelle -
especially the thought put into the engineering
and the suspension - but then the designer/
builder is an engineer who produces three or four
units each winter.

Ours has a higher windshield and the trunk
latch is now recessed. The aluminum step is now
highly polished and is very visible, even at night.

The steel roll bar and bumper frame give a
lot more security riding through Boston or other

Letters
such auto-cross traffic patterns.

All sidecars are made to order so details
such as the windshield, seat back height, trunk
configuration, interior, exterior color, and cover
vary according to the client's wishes. We have
only seen one other unit in the United States, but
saw seven at the Colorcade in Ontario last
September.

At the present exchange rate, the price
cannot be beat.

Sincerely,

Joe and Jeanne Lourey, Nurridgewock,
Maine

IF YOU WANT SOMETHING
DONE RIGHT
Dear Hal:

I am a home hobbyist. I like to build things
for myself. I am interested in ordering a book or
set of plans on how to build a sidecar. Would you
please send me some information or tell me how
to go about getting information on sidecars.

Thank you,

Dan Eagleson, Olney, Illinois

Dear Dan:
Most home builders of sidecars usually

begin with a concept. Some go further and even
prepare sketches. I did not - only some very
rough sketches.

There are a few references, however:

- Bingham's "Off Road Sidecar Construc-
tion Guide," for a 1972 Yamaha 360 MX. Avail-
able from Doug Bingham at our Van Nuys
address. Price $3.00.

- Bob Loberg, "So you want to build a
sidecar," Touring Bike, June 1981.

- Loberg's plans for the Hitchhiker; avail-
able from Loberg at 6400 18th Avenue, South,
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Letters
Richfield, Minnesota 55423. Price - $25.00.

Copies can be made available if above
sources no longer have them available. Let me
know.

Does anyone else know of other published
sidecar plans?

Regards, H.A. Kendall

USCA MEMBERSHIP PICKS
UP IN SC
Dear Sir:

I am sending my $20.00 to join the United
Sidecar Association. My husband had a stroke
which paralized his left side, so to keep riding,
we went to a California Friendship Sidecar.

Please put membership in David H.
Childress' name.

Thank you,

Octavia Childress, 411P Pickens. South
Carolina

KUDOS TO KENDALL FOR
DELAWARE BRIDGE WIN
Hal,

Read in American Motorcyclist that you
won the battle with the Delaware Bridge Author-
ity. Congratulations and thanks for all your
efforts. Guess I turned the problem over to a real
Texas fighter.

Regards,

Jack M. Sands, Waldorf, Maryland

KOKOMO TOM JOINS
USCA WITH INDIAN CHIEF

Enclosed is my check for donation and
newsletter. I have 50+ years of cycle riding, 20+
years with sidecar.

I am 73 years old. My wife loves the sidecar
also. I now own two cycles; 1946 Indian Chief
with Goulding, and BMW R100RT w/Velorex.

Thank you,

Thomas L. Mount, Kokomo, Indiana 46901

MARTIN THE MELVIN
MICHIGANDER JOINS
Dear Mr. Roach:

I have been involved with sidecars for the
past ten years, and currently belong to a local
sidecar club. The United Sidecar Association I
believe would offer me additional touring oppor-
tunities and helpful information for safer and
more enjoyable riding. Enclosed is $20.00 to
enroll me in your association and make me
eligible to receive your monthly magazine.

Sincerely,

Chris D. Martin, Melvin, Michigan

LES HANSEN HITS THE
ROAD FOR LOUISIANA
Dear Editor:

Well I'm no longer in Madison, Wisconsin,
and will have to change my subscription address.
I thought the readers might get a kick out of a
Wisconsin to Louisiana trip in January with a
Honda CX 500 custom with Velorex sidecar. I
was trying to find a job in the South, since there
was nothing in my trade in Wisconsin. I landed a
job in Kenner, Louisiana, which is just west of
New Orleans. I'm bending neon tubes for signs.
Pay is good (8.00/hr to start) so now I'll be able
to do more than just survive.
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I saw a phone number in the Signs of the
Times and gave it a call. They were looking for
servicemen and a tube bender. The boss said to
come down and go to work when I get here.

The trip down to Kenner was something
else. A lot of cold but you can dress for that. I
rode the motorcycle with the sidecar and left the
van for family to use. They will join me when I
find a place to live.

I dressed out in my snowmobile suit with a
jacket over that, and the top of my storm suit to
break the wind. I was warm enough or so I
thought. After going 20 miles I was freezing my
hands; the gloves weren't good enough in the
cuff to protect my wrists. I stopped in some small
town and bought a pair of snowmobile gloves.
Later on I had to stop again for boots. The air
going around the windshield and bouncing off
the sidecar made my right side hard to protect.

At 50 mph and 7 degrees, the windchill was
off the charts (it got warmer the farther south I
went). I also got a pair of insulated 1/4 inch felt
boots. While I was getting them, the person in
the shoe department said they were to go on sale
in a few days, and that he would mark them
down for me since I was on a trip. Cost me
$12.00. I sure can't complain about that. Then I
was all set and only had to adjust the face protec-
tion from time to time. I had on a facemask for
ice fishing with a scarf wrapped around and a
full-face shield helmet. When I got down into
Illinois, the bike started to act up and lose power,
kind of ran like I had either water in the gas or
was losing spark. Then it would just take off and
run great for awhile, then act up again.

Finally it just got so bad I had to stop and
hole up at a motel till I could find a Honda shop
or send out an SOS to come get me with the van.
Luck was with me and I found a shop in a town
16 miles away. They sent a truck to pick up the
bike, but it was too small for the sidecar and we
couldn't load it. I had warned them about it in
advance. The kid they sent was sure on the ball
as he spotted the trouble right off. He pulled the
spark plug extension, saw what looked like a

Letters
possible crack which was letting the electricity
ground out to the engine block. We wrapped the
cover with tape and the bike started right up and
sounded good.

I followed him to the shop and got a new
extension and had them put in another set of
plugs. Cost me $40.00 since there was a tow
charge but that was cheap considering what they
could have soaked me. Then everything ran great
and it only slowed me back some 4 hours. For
the most part all went better than expected. In
conversation with one of the men, I was asked if
I was going to the weekly ice races and run in the
sidecar division. The local cycle clubs have an
active year-around program that may be worth
checking into. The shop address: Leipold Motor
Sales, Inc., Rt. 6 East, Ottawa, Illinois 61350. It's
a small town so no street address is necessary.

There was a couple of exciting events like
my hitting St. Louis right at the 5 o'clock rush
hour. Couldn't time it better with a watch. Ha-ha.
Some idiot pulled me over onto a turnoff and I
had to turn off or get hit, so that meant some 16
blocks of twists and turns before I got back on
the Interstate.

I got into Kenner on Thursday at around
3:30, and called the shop and got directions to it,
and went over to meet with the boss. When I got
there he was in with a customer, and he sent me
$30.00 with the secretary, and told me to put up
at a motel and come back next morning. I met
the foreman and who showed me around the
shop where I met the other workers, then went to
the motel and supper at an oyster bar for 2 dozen
raw on the half shell with a beer to wash it down.

Next morning I went back to the shop and
was met by the foreman and he finished showing
me around. He asked me if I wanted to try
something in the neon room. I did a remake of a
white letter "F" 24-inch double-stroke in 15mm
glass. After doing a couple of hours of bending I
sat in on a shop party given the men because the
shop got good marks in an OSHA inspection.

Finding a place to stay here was really hard
as the motels charge $30.00 for a night, and will
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let you stay only one night as they are booked up
solid with the Super Bowl. Everything is taken a
year in advance and the rents triple. I stayed one
night at a cheap motel for $19.50, then moved in
with one of the men at the shop who has an
efficiency apartment and was looking for some-
one to split rent.

So far everything is going great; Briteway
Signs is a nice bunch of people to work with, and
I found out today that the regular glass bender
just gave notice, so I may just wind up with a
department of my own.

If the regular bender goes (to Hawaii), I'd be
the one to carry the load for the shop. They have
four trucks going and do a big volume of work.

By the way, if you watched the Super Bowl
game, in the halftime you saw a neon sign that
said "Up with People." We just finished it and I
pumped all the tubes (put the gas in it to make it
light). Now I can say I had a part in this year's
Super Bowl... how about that?

I spent the weekend just riding around up
one street and down another. It took several
hours and I never got cross town. I am getting to
know the major streets and so at least won't get
lost to where I can't find my way back. Ran into a
horse-drawn guided tour of the French Quarter. I
just pulled up behind and followed on the bike
close enough to hear the loudspeaker, got a free
tour that way. The driver didn't like it but there
was nothing he could do about it. I had the right
to drive on the street the same as he did.

I got almost as much attention with the
sidecar as the tourists gave the city. I haven't seen
another sidecar and have been getting a lot of
comments about the Velorex and the full storm
cover. As far as I am concerned, that paid for
itself on this trip, with the protection it gave the
things I had loaded. Most of the clothes and
personals were in the car bottom and jammed in
any way I could find room but the nice thing as a
barrel with my Apple II-e and clothes packed
around which sat on the seat. The storm cover
just locked it in place and it didn't move around
an inch. The cover did wear through the paint in

Letters
spots but the Velorex hasn't a real good paint job
to start with.

I found a big Farmers Market and spent an
hour just roaming around. I picked up a few
things for wife and kid, and one of the friends
that I used to work with. I got him a cap with the
saying on it: "Pinch me...Peel me...Eat ne...I'm a
New Orleans Crawfish."

He is just going to flip when he gets it.
Well, I have this about up to date for now so will
close by saying this trip made me a sidecar man
for life. I really learned to like it and just love the
extra stability. Only thing is with the smaller bike
there isn't much of a top end. I averaged only 45-
50 mph all the way. But I got here safe and since
there was no real rush there are no complaints;
all and all do it again.

As ever,

Les Hansen, Kenner, Louisiana

"A FIERY HORSE WITH
THE SPEED OF LIGHT..."
Dear Winston,

The enclosed short story entitled "The Saga
of Ranger Hal" is respectfully submitted for
publication in THE SIDECARIST. It is a tribute
to Hal Kendall. I wish I were a cartoonist. I
would have liked to had an illustration accom-
pany the story.

Ride Safe,

Jack M. Sands #2596 Waldorf, Maryland

(You'll find Jack's story in our boonies)
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AMPUTEE, AGE 71, SEEKS
SNOW-AND-ICE BIKE
Dear Doug,

Recently, I joined your organization for Athe
express purpose of purchasing and know- laWng more
about sidecars, since there are not many installers here
in the East. A little of my background is: I am an
amputee, above the knee, right leg of a little over a year,
and am 71 years of age, and lave been riding motor-
cycles since I was about 18 years of age. The amputa-
tion was lot a result of a motorcycle accident. Any
information from other amputees that ride motorcycles
would be appreciated.

I have been looking for a used sidecar in this area,
but have been unable to find one. My present cycle is a
1982, 650 CC Yamaha Maxim.

The length of the riding season in the East is short
compared to your area. For that reason I would like to
get going as soon as possible. I am now being fitted for
a "Catscam" type of prothesis, which may help my
balancing problem riding solo. If it does, my problem
will be solved.

Any assistance or advice along these lines would
be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Kenneth H. Crewell, #3493C, 2072 Rock Road
Berne, New York

SIDECARS NEVER GET
OLD - THEY TURN
VINTAGE
Dear Sidecarist,

We at THE VINTAGE CYCLE, would like to
thank you for your great support of our new magazine.
With such great response from sidecar enthusiasts, we
will be doing many more articles on sidecars past and
present. Looking forward to seeing many of our new
friends at Mariposa August 15-17.

Sincerely yours,

Marc Michon, Publisher, Sonora, Calif.

GOOD INDIANS DON'T DIE
- THEY RAID RALLIES
Greetings,

For the past seventeen years, our midwest
vintage motorcycling season has started each
year with the St. Louis Chapter AMC Spring
Rally. The 1986 event was held on the 15th of
May.

The enclosed picture shows Willie Kmebel
and his Indian outfit along the route. Willie was
the highest placed outfit driver taking fifth place
with about a third of the competitors riding on
three wheels.

Best regards,

Lee Cowie, Motorsport, Jonesburg, MO.

Letters
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Letters
TONY IS OUTFITTED FOR
ALL SEASONS IN OMAHA
Howdy,

Enclosed is another renewal check for the
Sidecarist - a great magazine that I look forward to
monthly.

I have also enclosed three pictures: my 1967
BMW R60/Jupiter outfit, and two of my 1981 Wing/
Custom aluminum hack with a 10-gallon gas tank, fuel
pump, quartz halogen running light and plenty of
storage behind the seat.

The sidecar has 250 feet of 1/2" aluminum tubing
in it with an all-aluminum skirt held on by 500+
aircraft rivets, then glassed inside and finished with a
roll-and-pleat interior. The windshield is at a 4°slant
away from the bike. The seat is 30 inches wide, great
for the kids or for my wife and 6 year old son, Adam.

The Wing has had progressive suspension (front
springs) with a steering damper. It handles great down
the highway.

I bought this rig last year in Minneapolis where it
was originally built four years ago.

Both outfits draw attention. Thanks for a great
magazine. I hope to visit this summer if I make it to
California.

Tony Dusatko Omaha, Nebraska
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WHICH CAME FIRST, THE
TIRE OR THE WHEEL?

Enclosed is my membership dues. I also
have a question that perhaps someone in the
sidecaring community could answer for me.

I have a '75 Gold Wing and Spirit of
America Eagle II sidecar. The sidecar takes a
3.00 by 16 tire. My problem is finding good tires
that will last longer and just be a better tire. I end
up having to buy small 16" tires that are usually
designed for small bikes. Is there anyone who
makes a mag wheel that would fit my sidecar,
that is a little wider so I could run a wider tire?
Or perhaps could I have a wider rim laced up?
Any input or suggestions would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Tim Scott, #2706S, Phoenix, Arizona

Letters
WHAT'S IT WORTH TO
LEARN ITS WORTH?
Winston,

Made a deal with NADA Appraisal Guide
for USCA members to get their appraisals at a
special rate.

Please include in the next Sidecarist if at all
possible.

Hal Kendall Houston, Texas

(See full details elsewhere in this issue)
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Vacation
A VACATION TO REMEMBER
by Jerry Ferris (Bigfoot S/C Club, Canada)

Our vacation adventure began on July 26. The
Kenna had been mated to the Yamaha for two months
and I had been using the rig as if it were my only
source of transportation. We planned to ride the rig to
California.

My first attempts to tame this wild new steed
were hair raising. It seemed that a rig was comparable
to no other vehicle except perhaps a convertible
automobile with two diagonally opposing flat tires! --
but it was fun and it was challenging and it most
definitely was exhilarating. I rode 60km to and from
work. I rode after work and on weekends. I became
confident with the handling quirks of my rig. I learned
to unlearn my motorcycling instincts. I learned to steer
the rig and I found out that piloting a hack requires
more physical input than just thinking a solo machine
through the twisties.

After weeks of bike preparation and final clean-
ing and checking, we were packed and ready to travel.
Four people and camping gear! I was ecstatic -- a
month of motorcycle travel with the whole family, we
left with smiles from ear to ear. Our ten year old,
Misha, rode behind me on the Yamy while Marne held
Levi, our two year old, on her lap. We headed south
through Aldergrove at a leisurely pace, and set the
guidance computer for the Oregon Coast. following I-5
to Longview, Washington, and then rode we west to
Astoria.

We spent our first night in a private campsite
about two miles out of Seaside, Oregon. The coastal
weather was about 28°C (82°F) a fresh and breezy and
welcome contrast to the 35°C (95°F) mugginess we
had experienced inland.

After a restful night we carried on towards
Tillamook and a state campsite at Lookout Park. It was
a very nice, brisk ride from Tillamook into Cape
Lookout. Twelve miles of twisties and pleasant scenery.
The temperature dipped to 12°C (52 at times but at the
campsite it was a very comfortable 24°C (75°F).

The beach at Cape Lookout is typical the Oregon
Coast. I could watch for hours as the huge breakers
come crashing into the shore. The ocean sounded as

loud as a jet airliner taking off - the roar was continu-
ous, but it was so restful. We explored the park. Levi
and Misha collected rocks on the beach. We spent three
days here and each night we were gently lulled to sleep
by the hypnotic sonic roar of the ocean.

Cape Lookout Park is over 2,000 square acres
and once had miles of sandy beaches. From 1980 to
1985, the sand has been mostly washed away and the
beaches are primarily rock now except at low tide
when the remaining sand is exposed. Storms are
constantly changing the coastline. The tremendous
power of the ocean is evident in the eroded cliffs of the
Oregon Coast.

When we left Cape Lookout and headed further
south, the fresh and breezy coastal weather turned sour.
We followed a twisty, narrow road to Pacific City, at
times climbing into dense fog. The thrill and adventure
of it all -- braving the elements -bearing up under
adverse conditions -- cold -- some hail (!) -- more and
more rain and some very thick fog. I managed to stay
perfectly dry in my Canadian Tire rainsuit and had I put
on my rubber "Totes" earlier, I would have had dry feet
too. Misha was somewhat protected behind me, and he
bravely accepted this as part of our adventure.

Marne and Levi were well protected in the
sidecar. Levi very calmly snuggled into his sleeping
bag and curled up in the nose of the sidecar. He stayed
dry and toasty warm. I was smiling and sometimes
singing inside my full coverage helmet. I was im-
pressed with the stability of the rig in these less-than-
ideal conditions and was relieved to be travelling on
three wheels instead of two. Let it rain -- let it pour --
let me hear my engine roar!

This vacation, for me, was much needed after the
daily stresses of working for a company that I should
have left long ago. It was such a great joy to spend all
that time with Levi, Misha, and Marne. At two, Levi is
such a precious child. This time with him is a great gift.
I have been robbed of being able to watch him change,
moment by moment. His wit and his mimicry -his
moodiness and his tired-tantrums -- his growing
intellect-- his increasing curiosity -- and his many
bursts of spontaneous love. All these things fill me with
amazement and awe, and it is often difficult to bold
back the tears of deep love and pride.
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He is growing so fast. Can anyone bring more joy
to your life than your flesh reborn and growing in its
own individual direction? Misha is an inspiration for
Levi. They cherish each other. Misha is a model big
brother. Levi could wish for none better. Let it rain -- let
it pour - listen children -- the Ocean's roar! Whatever
the weather, this vacation could not be spoiled. I was
loving every minute of being with my family. We were
happy to be together.

The weather all along the coast stayed unpredict-
able. There was some sunshine and then some rain and
we would rise and fall in and out of the pockets of fog,
but we still enjoyed all the touristy things. We stopped
at the Sea Lion Caves. We visited some kite shops. We
had a tasty and filling seafood feast at Mo's restaurant
in Coos Bay, and we stopped at lookouts and took
pictures. When we reached the California border under
partially sunny skies we all let out the customary cheer,
"Hooray, we made it." We had a long day and we were
tired. We supped at MacDonald's and found a motel in
Crescent City.

The owners of the El Captain Motel were very
nice. The lady in charge made sure we had a room with
a garage attached and she even suggested that she
would supply some rags if I wished to wash the bike
and sidecar. I did, of course, take her up on the offer
and I was glad to have the opportunity to wash the
grime, road oil and debris from our chariot.

Later, I had a few beers -- a little television
(Twilight Zone reruns) and Marne still says I fell asleep
with a giant grin. I was enjoying the sidecar. I was now
a hooked sidecar pilot. It was great fun!! Hauling a rig
around fast sweepers and tight corners, ups and downs,
is a challenge. Push it left and ease off the throttle a bit -
- let the chair come around. Wind on the power in right
handers -- feel the rig flex as the shocks stretch and
compress -- shift your weight. It's a thrill!

The next morning we would head through the
Redwoods then east toward Shasta, Redding and
Chico where we would rest and visit with Marne's
brother and his wife.

As was usual on this trip, we awoke at around 7
am; went through the routine of waking up, showered,
and packed up. After an omelette breakfast at Denny's
we headed further south under increasingly thick, low

clouds. Soon we were once again riding in the wet mist
that has become quite typical of this Coastal trip. When
we reached Eureka, we stopped for coffee at Wendy's
and then put on our rain gear as the wet looked as
though it would be with us for awhile.

From Eureka we headed to Fortuna and caught
some last glimpses of the ocean. After gassing up in
Fortuna, we headed east via route 36 toward Red Bluff.
This is a road to remember.

The first part of route 36 climbs gently and
meanders lazily through Redwood forests. It is prettier
and nicer than on the 101 Redwood section. Once
through the Redwoods, we started climbing and were
finally leaving the wet climate of the coast. As we
climbed, we enjoyed a welcome transition to a sunny
sky with high white fluffy clouds. The scenery along
route 36 is fabulous. It is a dramatic change, of course,
from the aggressive vengeance of the ocean pounding
the coastline. We were now experiencing the tranquil
beauty of the forests, becoming thinner and less dense.
The hillsides were becoming more brown and rolling
and then, about twenty-five miles or so from Fortuna
we encountered the "Snake" -"three wheels and the
snake" -- an experience.

The road became a wild slithering, twisting,
writhing, rising and falling snake. We rode the back of
the snake for miles. Our old Yamaha pushed on. At
times it seemed to me that we had picked up a rock and
roll band. I called them "the Six Shims". When we
accelerated hard, "the Six Shims" performed drum rolls
in unison, with the pistons pounding in time. A hole in
the right side exhaust was enlarging and was adding a
little bass to the music.

All this and yet the Yamy didn't miss a beat! She
pressed on, harder and harder. She wasn't going to
falter. She wasn't even breathing hard! We would dive
for a corner -- a right hander -- grab for the brakes. A
shrill squeal hauled us down to manageable speed,
downshift, then wind on the power and the front tire
would bite the back of the snake and wail its victory -a
chirping siren-like sound.

The snake continued, left, right, left, right. One
hairpin lead into the next. We stopped a few times to
rest and talk excitedly about this magnificent challenge.

Vacation
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This is the type of road where an old RD 350
would run away from a new Ninja or FJ 1200.

About twenty-five miles from Red Bluff the
snake becomes fat and lazy. It is more relaxed but still
rolling up and down. Rolling easily. The increasing
heat of the day dictated an ice-cream break at the
whistle-stop of Beegum. Cooled and rested we carried
on to Red Bluff and then hustled straight through to
Chico where we spent a happy ten days visiting the in-
laws, quenching our thirst and resting our bones.

We left Chico reluctantly but with the anticipation
of good times yet to come. I had bought a Maxon
intercom in Chico and now as we left town and again
headed south, Marne and I had the opportunity to test
it. I was both pleased and disappointed. It does offer
communication. Much more so than we have had
without it. It is impossible to talk at all from bike to
sidecar when travelling above twenty miles per hour.
The intercom does allow us to talk, but I guess I had
thought it would give crystal clear conversation. The
engine noise and wind noise both very seriously affect
communication. Technique seems to be important. We
must speak slowly and clearly to be understood and it
is very important to have the earpiece directly opposite
the ear. The reception is much like listening to a
shortwave or ship-to-shore radio. It is very nice,
however, to have any verbal communication and at 50
to 55 mph under normal wind conditions the reception
is fine.

We progressed along 99 south and decidelL, to
head through San Francisco, over theGolden Gate
Bridge. It's a bit off our route from here but so what,
we're on vacation. We turned west on 80 at Sacramento
and headed to 101. I don't know why but it is always a
thrill for me to cross over this bridge on a motorcycle,
and both Marne and I love the excitement of San
Francisco. We were just passing through this time but
did stop long enough to let Misha visit Ripley's Believe
It Or Not, on the Wharf, while Marne and I snacked on
crab cocktails, corn dogs, and sourdough bread. It's so
touristy but it is fun. The hustlers, the varied crowds of
people and the inflated souvenir prices - these make the
Wharf an interesting place to visit. We found our rig
was much of a novelty as we watched people taking
pictures of us as we rode to the end of Fisher-man's
Wharf and then exited through the centre of the city.

We rode on toward Santa Clara where we would
spend the next entire day at Marriot's Great America.
Marriot's is a mini Disneyland tailored to exhaust the
youthful exuberance of children of all ages. Misha and
Levi had patiently put up with a lot of adult talk and
adult laid back relaxing while in Chico. Misha was a
great help with Levi on this trip, and now was his turn
to cut loose.

And cut loose he did. I think he rode almost every
ride in the park -- some twice -- some three times.
Roller coasters, dippers of all sizes and a ride called the
Edge. I'd have to be paid highly to ride on some of
those rides.

Levi had his share of rides too. There was a kiddy
land with rides for very small children. I even found a
ride to suit my taste. It consisted of a video screen
attached to a bike that you really sit on and "ride" --
lean left and right, throttle and brakes. The video screen
showed a race course and ten competitors. I came in
eighth in the first race and second in the next. It was
great fun and if the kids would have let me stay on
longer, I know I could have blown away the entire field
on my third race, but they wanted to continue and do
their thing and I relented.

We all had a fun day but it was soon over, and we
caught an early night as the next day we planned to be
on the road early, heading a little south to San Jose then
east toward Merced and then Mariposa county where
we would spend three days at the Sierra Sidecar
Spectacular.

We did get under way as planned but a "little
south to San Jose" turned out to be a lot south and a lot
west through Los Gatos and on to Santa Cruz. I'm still
not sure how we got mixed up on those highways but it
sure is easy to do. It should have taken us fifteen
minutes to get out of town and onto 101, but it wound
up taking half a day to get turned round and headed
right.

On our way to Watsonville via highway 1 from
Santa Cruz we stopped at a viewpoint, and met a very
nice rider, Gilbert, from Phoenix Arizona. He was
riding a 1979 650 Kawasaki purchased new in 19851
and was enjoying his first tour. He was a very amiable
fellow and we all had a good chat. Gilbert was just
meandering and was not too sure of his destination so

Vacation
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we parted company and headed toward Watsonville,
and then to Gilroy along highway 152. We learned that
Watsonville is the artichoke capitol of the world (50 for
a dollar) and that Gilroy is the garlic capitol of the
world (no vampires).

After Gilroy we carried on along 152 toward Los
Banos. This section climbs gently and the curves are
wide and sweeping. The surrounding terrain is dry and
rolling. About half way between Gilroy and Los Banos
is the San Luis Dam and reservoir. It is awesome in this
dry land. A few miles past Los Banos we turned north
on highway 59 to Merced then east again on 140 to
Mariposa, the mother of counties.

Mariposa is a western style gold rush town with
many old buildings. The surrounding area is very
Cariboo-like. We had no trouble navigating our way
around and quickly found the rally site at the county
fairgrounds.

There were five or six other rigs there when we
pulled in. After being greeted by the rally hosts, Dan
Doyle and his wife Marlene and daughter Jennifer, we
picked a prime spot and set up our tent. The fairground
is a great place for a rally. It is nicely treed and grassy,
and there are washrooms and showers close by. There
are playground activities for the kids and there are
picnic benches handy. By dark there were probably a
dozen side hacks at the rally site. Everyone was very
friendly.

The next day, the official first day of the rally, we
were up early and washed by 6:30. We got registered
early and then watched with amazement as the rigs
arrived all day long. There was a totally beautiful
assortment of Watsonians, Terraplanes, Binghams,
HitchHikers, Motor-vations, Urals, Steibs, Aved,
Goodwin, Spirit of America, Thompsons, Jupiter,
Harley, BMWs, California Sidecars, Velorex's, a few
EML's and Equalean's and our Kenna. Some were
new, many were older, some were very basic, and
some were very, very exotic. Many rigs were pulling
trailers -- some were camping units.

One good looking rig had a color matched
Terraplane/Goldwing/Cycle Kamp unit with ample
chrome and airbrushing and a television mounted in
the dash of the Terraplane! Many rigs had stereos
mounted.

It was a treat watching all the rigs arrive. The
variety of people was as extensive as the variety of rigs.
We became friendly with Bill McMonnies from Gig
Harbour, Washington and with Cal, a nice fellow from
the foothills east of Sacramento. Most of the people
were from California, but some came from as far away
as Virginia, Minnesota, and Missouri. There were long
hairs and short hairs and ages ranging from 11 months
to grandmothers and grandfathers in their mid seven-
ties.

The oldest sidecar pilot was Jerry Sauberan (age
74) of San Jose. An interesting day.

After having dinner in town at The Old Sawmill,
we returned to a slide show of Dan Doyle's trip to
England with Doug Bingham and their families. We
enjoyed the slide show and retired early to the sounds
of bikes coming and going and the snoring songs
coming from a hundred tents.

We arose early the next day eagerly looking
forward to a ride through Yosemite Park, sidecar
games, and a barbeque at the Mount Bullion Youth
Conservation Camp. After breakfast I noticed a young
fellow and his daughter looking at our Kenna. I
introduced myself and he in turn introduced himself as
Ken Turk and daughter Heidi. I discovered that he was
the manufacturer of Kenna sidecars before Barry Bates
and Diet-mar Uberschar. Ken related some of the
history of Kenna, and I found out that a fellow named
Ron Rennie from L.A. produced Kenna before him
and that the name Kenna came from Ron's daughter.

Ken Turk was piloting a black Kenna mounted to
a black Goldwing. His sidecar was modified with a cut
out back section for a child seat. It was great to see
another Kenna and to hear the history behind our fine
little sidecar.

We rode with Ken and Heidi to Yosemite, and
followed them to Yosemite Village where we visited
some museums and then had lunch. We left Yosemite
in the early afternoon and followed Ken back to camp
to watch some sidecar games and kids games. It was
nice to see that the kids were never forgotten in the
planning of activities.

Vacation
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At six o'clock in the evening we joined( a parade
through town and headed for Mount Bullion Youth
Conservation Camp. It was a trip riding through town
with about a hundred bikes in a procession. We
progressed as a long train winding slowly up Mount
Bullion and then parked in row upon row at the Youth
Camp. Dinner was great!

When we finally got back to camp it was time for
the awards and doorprizes. We didn't win for long
distance because there were people here from North
Carolina. Joe Smith and James Jones -- bushy looking
Harley riders (but softies) -- came up via Sturgis and
won for long distance.

We didn't win for youngest passenger because
there was an eleven month old child here! She was
Avery Vise of Petaluma.

We didn't win for hard luck because we really
didn't have any. Nope, none! James Ellison and his
mother Suzanne from Pasadena got that award.

However, both Marne and I did win door prizes.
Marne won a one year subscription to Road Rider and I
won a rally T-shirt. It was great to win something at our
first rally. A great end to a great day. We finished the
evening sitting with Ken Turk and sipping beer while
talking of bikes and other interests.

The
next
morning we
awoke to an
electronic
bugle call
inviting
everyone
for a
breakfast of
coffee and
donuts.
After
breakfast,
motorcycles
fired up and
people

packed up and said goodbye's. We likewise packed up
and said our many goodbye's. We left hoping to see
many of our new friends again, perhaps next year. It
was a fun experience.

We had stretched this vacation to the limit. We
finally had to head back to The Great White North.
Back to work in three days. We had an uneventful
although tiring ride home, following 1-5 all the way.
Our last night was spent sleeping on the grass in a rest
stop in Oregon. We arrived home the next day.

The distasteful thought of work was well im-
planted in my I enjoy travelling and seeing I enjoy the
escape offered by motorcycle. I could probably return
to consciousness, new scenery, travelling by motor-
cycle.  I could probably be a nomad as long as I could
travel with my family.

We had a marvelous vacation but now it seems
that it was all too short. Just the first morning home
seemed to separate the preceeding days into our past
history file, but until next year we will dream of more
vacations like this to come. We will hope for the best
and every once in awhile we will recall a great vaca-
tion, each of us having different highlights to remem-
ber and to make us smile as we recount the tales of our
travels to anyone who will listen.

Vacation

1985 Kenna mated It to '79 Yamy. Outfit is now one of the family.
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CONSUMER HOT-LINE
By HAKendall

The other day I received a call from a disgruntled
sidecarist who was trying to purchase some parts from
a sidecar manufacturer His story was that the manufac-
turer had one set of prices on his price list but wanted
to charge another set of prices. On the face of it, it was
a rather serious charge.

Our policy is not to act on hearsay, we contacted
the manufacturer to hear his side. Yes, he remembered
the customer. It appeared that there were two price lists
- one for accessories that could be added to the sidecar,
or could be substituted for items included as standard
but upgraded; the other was for replacement items. It
was on one item that could be upgraded that was in
question. Words were apparently said and tempers
flared.

As far as I am concerned it was a case of misun-
derstanding on both sides and one that could and
should be resolved by calm and rational exchange of
words.

Hot-line
On the one hand, the consumer believes he has

been ripped off on other purchases by less scrupulous
merchants and has few rights left because of a weaken-
ing of laws regarding interstate purchases so he is
somewhat wary and suspicious.

On the other hand most sidecar manufacturers
have a reputation to build, hold and maintain, espe-
cially in this economical downturn. They cannot afford
to have a single unhappy customer and will (usually)
bend over backward to help. Some are very busy trying
to make a buck in this tired economy and may not have
time for idle chatter or to be called less than honest.
Once red flags are waved, communication is lost.

No names are revealed in this instance as it would
serve no purpose. But, there is a lesson for all of us. Try
to resolve your problem if you can but if you cannot
resolve it amicably, contact me.

Be forewarned, we will get at both sides of the
issue, but we cannot force anyone to settle. If a ripoff is
found, it will be exposed. Likewise, if we find a dealer
who goes beyond the call of duty to make a sidecarist
happy, we will also make that fact known.
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THE SAGA OF RANGER HAL
By Jack Sands

Legend of the old west tells us that when a town
in the Lone Star state experienced a riot, one Texas
Ranger was dispatched to quell the disturbance. And
100 years ago, those brave defenders of the Alamo
fought to the last man for what they believed in. That
Texas spirit is alive and well in 1986.

One sunny day, I saddled up my Harley hog and
moseyed on down the road a piece to New Jersey.
When I arrived at the Delaware Memorial Bridge, a big
fellow wearing a black fedora hat was standing in the
doorway of a little log cabin. He had his hand out and I
figured he wanted to welcome me and shake my hand.

"Howdy," I said. "I rode this here hog up from
Maryland. Where you’al from?" With a glare he
retorted, "Never mind the gab stranger. You gotta pay a
toll if you want to cross my bridge. Your hog is beauti-
ful, but it's got three legs and I'ma chargin’ you extra -
same price as for one of ‘em big chuckwagons." When
I protested, the fellow told me they had a system and
that's how it worked.

First chance I got, I took pen in hand and wrote a
polite letter to the HMFIC, the big cheese, in charge of
the bridge. I sent my toll receipt along and asked if
perhaps there had been a mistake. The big cheese wrote
back and said they don't make mistakes - said they had
a system and dat's how it worked.

I did a little figuring and found that if I had to
continue to pay those chuck-wagon tolls for my hog, I
was going to lose the ranch. It was a terrible situation
and I just didn't know what to do.

Well sir and ma'am, it wasn't long before Hal
Kendall, our Association executive secretary, who hails
from down Houston way, got wind of what had
happened. He got his dandruff up and put on his 10
gallon white hat. The next thing I knew, he was all
saddled up and ready for a big fight with them Yankee
bureaucrats. He was firing off letters and phone calls,
one right after another. But, it didn't do any good. Them
bureaucrats was protected by something called "chain
of command" and "systemized insulation." I guess it's
like a royal suit of armor.

They wrote back real official like letters.  They
said they were busy and for Ranger Hal to quit being
such a bleeding pest. They told him if he wanted to do
something constructive, he should have all of us folks
get the two hind legs of our mounts in line with each
other, just like normal folks do.

Even though outgunned, Ranger Hal kept his
position. In true Texas fashion, he refused to retreat.
"What to do? What to do?" he pondered. Then one day
while riding through the Texas sagebrush, he saw a
jack rabbit outsmart a rattlesnake. "That's it." He would
outmaneuver the rascals. And that he did.

Ranger Hal got hold of the "Authority Commis-
sioner." As their title indicates, they are the most
important folks in the bureaucracy. The challenge is to
find out who they are and where they are, because they
tell the big cheese and all the rest of those guys how
much toll to charge. Ranger Hal convinced them that a
three-legged mount should not pay a higher toll than
one with four legs and the system has now been
adjusted accordingly.

Once again, a brave Texan came to the rescue of
the common folks and saved the ranch. And that's the
story in a nutshell.

Tollway Tales
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Aussie Speedway
SIDECAR SPEEDWAY
SCENE DOWN UNDER
By HAKendall

The sidecar speedway scene is BIG! At least
it is in Australia and New Zealand, where interest
in sidecar speedway did not decline in the fifties
and sixties as it did elsewhere, but continued
onward and upward. Today, there are perhaps up
to 500 dedicated sidecar speedway teams who
exercise their skills weekly before delighted
audiences in almost every town and city of any
size throughout Australia.

Back in the fifties, I can personally recall
the now-vintage 880cc V-Twin JAP motors
powering the sidecar speedway machines at the
Claremont Speedway located near Perth, Western
Australia. The speedway track is typically a half-
mile oval although many smaller quarter-mile
oval tracks exist. The longer tracks enable some
fairly respectable speeds to be obtained along the
front and rear straightaways. Typical lap averages
for the faster vehicles approach 60 mph.

Speedway in Australia has always been an
exciting spectator sport. Today the machines are
more sophisticated and the events more varied.
The tracks are still of clay/gravel mix, wetted
down and graded several times nightly.

A typical evening's entertainment consists
of several solo motorcycle heats of three laps
each followed by several sidecar heats also of
three laps. Next come the Formula 500s, the
speedcars, the saloon cars, the sprint cars and the
fender benders. When the track gets too bad it is
regraded and the motorcycles then lead, followed
by the larger vehicles.

The typical solo speedway machine is the
Jawa 500cc 4-stroke single with a stock Jawa
speedway frame. The solos provide lots of
excitement and may have from 4 to 9 partici-
pants. There are quite a few spills, and occasion-
ally a rider hits the fence. I saw one rider fall off,
hit the fence, get hit by his riderless machine, and
then walk away. The solos driven by senior riders
are perhaps slightly faster by one or two seconds

per lap than the sidecar outfits.

The excitement mounts when the three
wheelers come out. The sidecar unit of today has
been carefully evolved to do one thing well, that
is to circle a dirt track in a clockwise direction in
the shortest possible time. A street hack it does
not resemble. In earlier days the Vincent was the
machine to beat, after the even earlier Triumphs
and Nortons. Then came the Suzuki 750 water
buffalos and now it is the 900 Kawasaki opened
out to 1000 or more. The limit is 1020cc.

Until recently, the frames were beefed-up
stock motorcycle frames. Earlier machines were
equipped with Earles type forks, later tele forks;
now Earles forks again predominate. Trail is
reduced to near zero for quick precise handling.
Tires are typically a universal trails type with the
knobs cut to provide additional rear wheel trac-
tion. Only stock sizes are allowed, unlike the low
fat tires seen on road going racing outfits.

Because the machine turns only to the right,
the chair is mounted on the left side. The ma-
chine leans out so far to the right that without a
passenger on board, the outfit may actually fall
over and rest on the right outer rail with the
sidecar feel several inches in the air. The lean-out
may be typically of 10 to 15 degrees so, even
with a passenger, left handers are extremely
difficult, but then it sure can handle to the right.

The sidecar lead is exceptionally large,
typically of 24 or more inches. It almost appears
to be located midway between the front and rear
wheel. This lead would normally create a large
scrubbing effect on turns, but then the entire
outfit is driven in an almost continual 3-wheel
drift on the loose dirt so it appears of little con-
cern. On the positive side, the large lead pro-
motes superior stability.

The sidecar wheel itself is angled over at a
near impossible 20 to 30 degree angle for better
digging in the dirt on corners. The toe-in of the
sidecar wheel does not seem to be of too much
concern under these conditions, but is typically of
0.75 inches. The wheel track is about 33 inches
and the wheel base is about 64 inches.
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Suspension is not provided on the third
wheel. Rear suspension is optimal. Not really the
type of rig one would use to go to the drugstore
for a six-pack.

Gearing is of upmost importance and only
two gears are used. These may be second and
third or fourth and fifth. On longer circuits three
gears may be used. Chain drive allows for ease
in changing overall gearing with the rear
sprocket range from 44 to 65 teeth. The length of
track and track condition can dictate the gearing
required. A tooth up or down can be critical.

Many machines have adjustable rear swing-
ing arm wheel axle supports to allow the wheel
to be moved forward or back several inches.

As with all motorcycle speedway machines,
brakes are typically conspicuous by their ab-
sence. They are built to go and win, not to stop.

In earlier days the frames were basically
unmodified but strengthened motorcycle frames.
That is no longer true today. Two companies
near Sydney in New South Wales currently
produce a special low-rider frame that stretches
and lowers the entire machine. The engine is
used as a stress member with the front end
bolted to the front of the engine and the rear end
bolted to the rear.

The engine/frame is covered with a single
fibreglass cover. These purpose-built machines
with ultra-low clearance stand more vertically
than their taller machines of earlier days and the
sidecar wheel is set almost vertical. They will
stand up-right unladen with no tendency to fall.

The engines are developed to various states
of tune to develop from 110 to 140 horsepower
from the Kawasaki. They run at near peak revs
for the entire race of less than one minute and
the key is to get the power down onto the dirt.

It is not a foregone conclusion that the race
can be won using the latest low rider, Earles
forks and a modified 140 hp Kawasaki engine. A
recent meet was won by the Joyce Brothers
driving an older machine powered by a 750
water buffalo in 57.3 secs.

Aussie Speedway
Of interest, the passenger appears to spend

as much or more time on the right side of the
outfit (the other side from the chair), especially
on the turns. He throws his weight over the rear
wheel on takeoff for maximum traction. Special
platforms and grab rails are on the right side of
the motorcycle for this purpose. Not unsurp-
risingly, a passenger does miss his grab on
occasion and is dumped unceremoniously on the
track. Of course, the outfit is virtually undrivable
without the added ballast.

Fortunately the Australians are of much
tougher stock than the people of other lands. In
Holland I have personally seen "racing ma-
chines" with triple exhaust systems emitting a
feeble exhaust that would have Joan Claybrook
sighing in raptures. Believe they also had brakes
and rpm limiters. Not so down under. The mighty
roar they can obtain from the 500cc 2-stroke
engines in the Formula 500s is ear-splitting. It is
part of the sport to be deafened for the next day
or so, and to go home splattered with clay.

A brief rundown on the other classes - the
Formula 500 uses a 500cc single-cylinder motor-
cycle engine, the speed cars use a VW engine,
the sprint cars use a V8 engine, while the saloon
cars are full race cars, and the Grand National
Sedans are racing shells. The fender benders are
real hot family saloons. Hardly a meet goes by
without at least a few of the vehicles rolling over.

There have been several attempts to intro-
duce speedway sidecar racing into the United
States, but to date it has not really caught on.
That is America's loss. Perhaps one day.

Photos - see over.
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Aussie Speedway

Ralph and Peter McQueen (the Beagle Boys) lead Gary and Warren Joyce on their 750 water
buffalo.

Veteran SS racer Nipper Crabb and diminutive (5'4" 104 pounds) lady passenger  Beth
Litterick  help South Australia team win the NT News "Kings with chariots" competition.
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Keith Ratten - NSW Sidecaz Champ

Kembla Grange - Australia

Aussie Speedway
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Road Racing
WHAT IS SIDECAR ROAD
RACING?
By Gary Carlson

There are many variations on the theme of
road racing. The most spectacular and crowd
pleasing of all, the one that is now gaining popular-
ity in the USA is sidecar racing. This sport has
enjoyed tremendous popularity in Europe for many
years; so much that it warrants its own world
championship.

Upon seeing a sidecar road race, one is
inclined to think sidecar drivers and passengers are
acrobats, tumblers or other types of gymnasts. But
this is a serious form of motor racing: It is the only
type of motor racing that takes two individuals
working as a team. The sport requires great skill
and perfect coordination between driver and
passenger. There is no error margin.

The racing sidecar is a multitube assembly
built as one unit using car-type wheels and disc
brakes. Usually motorcycle engines are used for
power although in Europe they have been using
two-stroke boat motors with great success. The
assembly is then covered with bodywork to help
the aerodynamics. These fairings have been known
to increase the top speed of the machine by as
much as 25 mph. Sidecar racing at the international
level is restricted to 500 cc. In the U.S. and Canada
the maximum cc limit is, at present, set at 1200 cc
with no factory backing. The building and develop-
ment of these outfits is entirely an independent
venture. There are some manufacturers of sidecar
chassis in England and Germany, but most of the
teams prefer to design and build their own.

On most of the latest-design racing outfits, the
driver is in a kneeling position in order to keep the
center of gravity as low as possible. Due to the
three-wheel layout, a sidecar outfit is a rather
incongruous affair with two different personalities
depending on whether you want to turn right or left,
but it becomes incredibly stable and fast when
controlled by a well-practiced and seasoned crew.
For a driver to extract the maximum potential from
a sidecar, he has to forget all he ever learned on two
or four wheels. He has to start from scratch to learn

the techniques required. And the sidecar platform
can be mounted on either the right or left side of the
driver.

Assuming the platform is on the right and the
circuit is turning left, there is a tendency for the rear
wheel of the machine to lift off the pavement. This
is where the passenger goes to work to counteract
these disturbing forces by placing his bodyweight
over the rear wheel. To assist him in this rather
strenuous work, the machine is equipped with
handles and toe-holds so that he can get the maxi-
mum amount of his weight in the most strategic
position. With three wheels firmly weighted down
and on the track, the machine can be broken loose
and drifted through the turns.

On the straight, while the machine is traveling
in a straight line, the passenger is in a prone posi-
tion lying on his stomach. A totally different tech-
nique is required by the passenger when the outfit is
turning right with a right hand platform. The
passenger must then project himself from the
sidecar platform as far and as low as possible in
order to utilize his weight to keep the sidecar wheel
in contact with the pavement. It's not uncommon to
see a passenger who has worn holes in his leather
racing suit at the elbows, shoulders, and other areas
from contact with the track. In a right turn with the
platform on the inside, it is possible to set up a
perfect three wheel drift.

Sidecar passengering is a very demanding job.
A good passenger has to be wiry but have a com-
pact physique combined with great agility and a
very good sense of balance. He also has to have
complete confidence in the skill of the driver as
well as the driver has in the passenger, because this
is a team effort. In Europe, as well as here in the
States, there are several women who regularly race
as sidecar passengers. But by and large, this job is
mostly done by men due to the strenuous physical
activity that is required to do the job properly.

For further information about sidecar road
racing (where they're running in North America,
etc.), contact Sidecar Racers Association, Gary J.
Carlson, 25885 22-Mile Rd., Mt. Clemens, Michi-
gan 48045, phone (313) 949-9138.
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Road Racing

A sidecar road racer requires a gymnast's agility, a dancer's grace, a weight lifter's strength
and a Congressman's wealth.
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2-PERSON SIDECAR
AVAILABLE FROM EML
Gary Pevey, owner

The Sidecar Shoppe, importers of EML
Sidecars, announces the availability of EML's
newest 2-person sidecar, the GT2.

Designed to comfortably seat an adult and
child, the modern design of the GT2 comple-
ments the styling of the current motorcycles from
Europe and Japan. With the features of a spa-
cious trunk, luggage rack and convertible top,
this sidecar is ideal for both commuting and
touring.

The GT2 kit also includes the motorcycle
handling package consisting of leading-link front
forks, 15" wheels and tires, and all necessary
mounting hardware.

The GT2 is a new addition to the EML line
of sidecars. The original 2-person GT model
remains available as are the Sport, Tour, Sport
Tour, and the Mini.

EML kit prices start at $4100.00 with prices
for the GT2 kit starting at $4650.00. Complete
painting, assembly, and mounting services are
available through our Sacramento location.
Sidecars may be purchased separately, without
the motorcycle handling kit if so desired.

In addition, the Sidecar Shoppe continues to
import Unit Leading-Link front forks, as well as
Hedingham and Watsonian sidecars.

For further information contact:

The Sidecar Shoppe, 2580 Rogue River
Drive, Sacramento, Ca. 95826, (916) 361-3990

Road Racing & Books
MARTIN FRANITZA'S 2ND
SIDECAR BOOKLET
By HAKendall

Martin's first was a pictorial booklet cover-
ing 25 manufacturers from A to Z over the period
from 1905 to 1985. Included are representative
photos of: Adler, Ariel, BMW, BSA, Busmar,
Canterbury, Carell, ChaterLea, Clyno, Felber,
Flxible, Haller, Indian, Kali, Nimbus, NSU,
Rogers, Royal, Steib, Stoppa, Stoye, Swan,
Walter, Watsonian and Zundapp.

For your copy, drop Martin a line at
Brunnsteinstrasse 3, 8058 Erding, West Ger-
many. Be sure to enclose $9.00 U.S. (cash).

Martin is preparing a second booklet. He is
looking for sharp black and white photos, with a
neutral background, but no people.

This booklet will be devoted only to the
Goulding, Excelsior, Thor and the Indian from
their beginnings up to the fifties.

For any photo that Martin can use and that
is published in his booklet, Martin will send you
a free copy of the booklet. Send the photo to
Martin at the address above. Unfortunately,
Martin will not be able to return any photos he
cannot use.

He hopes to publish the second book by
September 1986.

FHL H-D Classic w/ S/C
HAK NOTE

A new FLH Classic with Sidecar in a 1:6 (I
believe) kit by Tamiya is on sale from the 2-
Wheeler's MC Shop.

Price: $79.95

Phone: (303) 433-0564/7025 or 1-800 421-6224

Charge cards accepted.
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LET FLY-N-RIDE GIVE YOU A
LIFT
FLY-N-RIDE

(FNR) introduces a new concept in motorcycle
touring. FNR is a cycle transport service which allows
you to fly between various western major cities such as
Seattle, Portland, Reno, San Francisco, Los Angeles, or
San Diego at reduced fares, pick up your bike upon
arrival, begin your motorcycle trip well-rested and
energetic, and fully enjoy a leisurely ride home.

Since you can fly to most pacific cities within an
hour or two, you can devote all your extra time to see
the local area. And you're sure your passenger will
appreciate arriving fresh, sightseeing with a little extra
vim and vigor and riding home at a leisurely pace.

FLY-N-RIDE's cycle transport service:
Allows leisurely touring beyond your normal trip

radius on any two-day weekend.

Lets you take extended trips in about half the time
it takes to ride round trip.

Eliminates any recuperation time caused by
riding to your outbound destination. •Reduces overrid-
ing, overfatigue and unnecessary risks.

Lets you save some of your hard-earned vacation
time for other planned trips and vacations.

Encourages less-enduring passengers to join your
trips that have always been "totally out of the question."

You can make the reservation for your motor-
cycle as an individual or as a group. FNR requires at
least twelve bikes per shipment in order that everyone
receives the best rate. Small groups and individual
bikes will be scheduled together in order to make the
twelve bike quota per shipment. Most riders prefer the
economy of flying early Saturday morning. Your
reservation can be made by telephone and confirmation
will be sent upon receipt of payment.

FLY-N-RIDE must pick up your bike a few days
prior to the flight in order to have it available for your
arrival early Saturday morning. A convenient pickup
point which is central to everyone will be detailed in an

instruction packet sent to you in advance. On Saturday
morning at your destination, you will be met at the
arrival gate by an FNR representative and immediately
taken to your motorcycle.

As an introductory weekend excursion, FNR
offers clubs as well as individuals a group rate of only
$99 to ship a bike between the San Francisco Bay area
and Los Angeles. Most bikers are interested in riding
between these locations and FNR would like everyone
to try their service at the lowest possible price. FNR
charges extra for trailers, sidecars and extended forks
due to their excessive length or width.

Airfares are constantly changing, and FNR can
only quote a FLY-N-RIDE group passenger fare when
you call to make a reservation. As a recent example,
airfares between Los Angeles and the San Francisco
Bay area have been as low as $29 - $39.

When comparing the above rates with your cost
to ride to the same city, make sure to include gas, meals
and an extra night or two of hotels. And more impor-
tant, be sure to include a day or two of lost vacation
time for both you and possibly your passenger. If you
calculate the dollar value of those lost vacation days,
FNR could save you hundreds of dollars. Moreover,
when you calculate the number of vacation days that
FNR can save you, those extra days could be used for
additional trips and vacations. But beyond the above
benefits, FNR can save you immeasurable wear and
tear. And that's what it's all about!

Contact FLY-N-RIDE at 3164 W. Sierra Dr., P.O.
Box 4348, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91359; Phone (805)
496-0889.

Fly - n - Ride
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Motovation Formula II
MOTORVATION
ENGINEERING F-II
By Larry Alger

Motorvation Engineering is located in
Montrose, California, about 15 miles north of the
Los Angeles Civic Center. Owner Jim Sontag has
been manufacturing sidecars since 1979, when
he bought Motorvation. At the time Jim took
over the company, Motorvation produced two
sidecars: the Coupe Royale, an enclosed
Gullwing model designed by Ed Millray; and the
Spyder T-1, which was a classic style open
cockpit single seater.

Motorvation soon introduced the Roadster
Royale, which was a convertible version of the
popular Coupe Royale. It was an immediate hit.
However within the year Jim found that as good
as his sidecars were, they had a common draw-
back. All sidecars were subject to right-hand pull
if the weight, wind or road conditions changed.
All Motorvation sidecars had air shocks that
could adjust the suspension, but it was awkward
because there was always the problem of finding
a gas station, putting more air in the shock, and
trying to get just the right height on the shock to
adjust the leanout.

Jim set out to design and build a sidecar that
would overcome the problem of right-hand pull.
It also had to have all the pluses of his other
sidecars and contemporary styling as well. So in
1980, the Motorvation team began work on the
Formula II. The Formula II had to be wide for
comfort, yet sleek and sporty in appearance. It
had to offer all the options that an owner could
ask for, but still have a base model that was
within the reach of the average buyer.

By late 1981, the Formula II was taking
shape and almost ready for the public. In 1982,
the first Formula II’s began to roll out of
Motorvation's shop. Jim and his crew have
continued to refine and update the Formula II
until today it is the one fixed-mount sidecar that
takes all the drawbacks out of sidecaring.

The Motorvation Engineering Formula II
motorcycle sidecar is available in three different
formats. First is the Formula II kit form (KF).
The KF is designed to meet the needs of two
separate types of sidecar owners: the practical-
minded person who wants a no frills high quality,
well engineered sidecar at a low-budget price; or
someone who wants to customize their own
Formula II in a unique manner, where the sky is
the limit. In either case, the KF is for the man
who will enjoy building his own sidecar. The kit
provides the body, frame, complete torsion bar
suspension, steel wheel, tire, windshield, uphol-
stered seat, and complete mounting hardware
(except special subframes if needed).

The Formula II deluxe edition is the first
level in Motorvation's line of luxury sidecars.
The deluxe has a black gel-coat body finish with
pinstriping. It comes equipped with headlight,
taillight, brakelight and turn signal. All the
electrics are installed with a quick-disconnect
wire loom. The interior is fully carpeted, and has
padded vinyl upholstered side panels with map
pockets on each side. All the mounting hardware
comes plated. The deluxe also has a custom mag
style wheel.

The Formula II LTD is the top of the line
addition to all the deluxe features, it carries
through the unique qualities and the prestige of
today's top-line touring motorcycles. The LTD
duplicates the highly refined colors, graphics,
pinstriping, and model emblems found on any
top-line touring motorcycle. The interior is color
coordinated as well.

The Formula II motorcycle sidecar is engi-
neered like no other sidecar in the world. It is
constructed with a race car type ladder frame and
has a patented adjustable torsion bar suspension.
The external frame is 2-inch square, heavy wall
tubing. The finch diameter by 30-inch-long
torsion bar extends from the swing arm through
the frame to an optional adjuster on the motor-
cycle side.
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The adjustable torsion bar suspension is the
greatest advancement in sidecaring since the
introduction of large displacement motorcycles.
The optional torsion adjuster handle allows the
driver to effortlessly dial in the geometric align-
ment of the sidecar while the outfit is driving
down the highway.

The traditional problem of outfitting a
motorcycle with a sidecar has been the experi-
ence of a strong pull to the right when carrying a
heavy load, or confronting a strong headwind.
The compensation for this right-hand pull is a
slight left lean of the motorcycle. The technical
term for this compensation is degree of motor-
cycle leanout.

However, if weight is added to the sidecar,
causing the suspension to compress, the correct
degree of leanout is lost. Motorvation's torsion
adjuster handle allows the driver to correct for
changing weight and road conditions. Simply
move it back, which winds up the torsion bar,
raises the frame, increases ground clearance, and
leans the motorcycle out to the left.

Motorvation Engineering mounting hard-
ware is designed specifically to accommodate the
exceptional stresses placed upon a sidecar by
today's large-displacement touring motorcycles.
The mounting system consists of two precision
machined aircraft style clevis struts on the top,
and two ball-and-collet, telescopic struts on the
bottom.

The mounting hardware is fully adjustable
without having to detach any struts. All the
mounting tubes are chrome plated, and all the
machined parts are cad II gold plated for show
quality appearance. Motorvation's mounting
system makes it easy to (move and remount the
sidecar in just a few minutes. The Formula II
sidecar is designed to achieve as little as one inch
of sidecar/motorcycle axle lead. This short axle
lead feature creates much less resistance for the
sidecar wheel through turns, which makes it
much easier to negotiate around right-hand
corners.

Motovation Formula II
Another feature that contributes to better

handling of the Formula II is Motorvation's fully
independent, self-contained hydraulic disc brake
system. The adjustable sidecar brake pedal lines
up directly next to the motorcycle rear brake
pedal. The choice of using both the motorcycle
and the sidecar brake (for straight stopping) or
just the sidecar brake (for right-hand turns) adds
to the sidecar outfit's ease of handling. The
system uses a Proformance Machine Engineering
master cylinder and caliper and features steel-
braid hydraulic brake line and a four-way-
adjustable brake pedal mechanism.

Outwardly the Formula II may resemble a
Ferrari, but the interior has been designed with
the spacious capacity of a Volvo station wagon.
The cockpit opening, 25 x 28 inches, is large
enough to enter and exit the sidecar easily, as
well as load or unload cargo quickly. The overall
seating (passenger) width in the sidecar is 30
inches. The sofa style seat offers comfort and
capacity for two adults or three small children.

Leg room is unsurpassed: there's five feet of
room from the back of the seat to the nose of the
sidecar, and almost two feet of vertical knee
room. Behind the seat is almost 3.5 cubic feet of
convenient storage space. Because the seat is
easy to remove, someone 6'4" has plenty of
unobstructed room to stretch out and use the
Formula II for a place to sleep. The interior is
fully carpeted with a cutpile plush weatherproof
material that can be color coordinated to the
motorcycle colors. In the tradition of the expen-
sive European luxury automobiles, the back of
the seat and the padded vinyl upholstered side
panels have convenient map pockets built in.

The Formula II was designed with a low
wide track, distributing the weight to points
furthest away from the motorcycle. This makes it
possible to negotiate right-hand corners with the
least amount of sidecar lift. The addition of the
optional 10-gallon fuel system offers a practical
way to add almost 100 pounds of extra ballast
weight to fight sidecar lift, as well as giving the
average touring outfit an extra 350 miles of
cruising range.
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Motorvation Engineering has earned the
reputation of producing the Rolls Royce of
motorcycle sidecars. Some of the design and
construction features that have earned that
reputation are:

1. All sidecar bodies are hand-laminated fiber-
glass, not chopper gunned. It is a lot more
expensive and time consuming, but it is worth
it to achieve the highest in quality. The surface
is an extremely durable high gloss black
gelcoat finish. The aerodynamic body is not
only beautiful, but it has an extremely low
drag coefficient as well.

2. The torsion bar suspension makes the Formula
II ride smooth and comfortable. It isolates the
passengers from bumps and road shocks.
Unlike a spring or shock type suspension, it
won't bottom out over the deepest of pot holes
or severest dip at an intersection. The torsion
bar is also equipped with a grease fitting for
lubrication. The swing arm has a built-in
safety stop for suspension redundancy. You
don't have to worry when your family rides in
the Formula II. No suspension failure would
ever be able to lock up the sidecar wheel
causing the outfit to make an uncontrolled
right turn.

3. The Formula II uses an auto tire and wheel
(P165 x 13) that provides high mileage and
can be repaired or replaced in any service
station.

4. The windscreen on the Formula II keeps the
wind completely out of the passenger's face. It
is made of Lexan, which is a shatter-proof
polycarbonate material. It is also removable
and can be stored behind the seat.

5. The convertible top is made of sunbrellc
which is a premier quality boat canvas. has
more than enough head room so people well
over six feet tall won't feel cramped. The top
also has side curtains which can be opened
from outside or inside the sidecar, and folded
back to the open position while the top is up.
The top support bows slide for easy removal,
and can be stored with the top behind the seat.

Motovation Formula II
6. Motorvation offers a variety of tonneau covers

(choice of vinyl, canvas, or a secure lockable
fiberglass cover), plus interior options such as
seat belts, Pioneer AM-FM cassette stereo,
flex-stem map light, color-coordinated carpets
and vinyls to popular motorcycle colors, and a
cigarette lighter.

7. Motorvation's exterior appearance group
options add not only a touch of custom dresser
show quality to a Formula II, but also offer
practical advantages as well. A chrome tubular
wraparound bumper in front, and a wrap-
around light bar in the rear don't just look
classic, they add a new dimension to night
safety as well. Put a chrome foldout luggage
rack on the back of a Formula and you have a
place to carry the all-important ice chest. The
folding chrome footstep makes it much easier
for children to get into and out of a Formula II.

8. Motorvation has two available auxiliary fuel
systems; a 10-gallon behind-the-seat system,
and a 4-gallon under-the-body frame-mounted
system. Each system is complete with an
electric fuel pump and a quick-disconnect feed
into the motorcycle's fuel system.

9. If you plan to remove and replace your sidecar,
Motorvation makes dolly wheels that bolt to
the frame and make it easy to roll the sidecar
around while dismounted from the motorcycle,
and maintain the proper height for remounting.

10. Steering dampeners available will totally
overcome any low speed wobble. They may be
color matched to your motorcycle.

11. Motorvation has an in-house paint depart-
ment to do custom color matching.

12. Many motorcycles have little or no exposed
frames for possible sidecar mounts. A number
of special-mounting subframes have been
designed to permit motorcycles such as the
Honda CK series, and the Yamaha V-Twins to
mount Formula II’s safely.
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13. Camping enthusiasts will find that the For-
mula II sleeper option opens up in a matter of
seconds into a full-sized one-man tent, and the
seat easily removes to double (G. a camp chair.

14. Motorvation has a reinforced, all-wood
crating package to protect sidecars being
shipped.

15. Detailed diagrams and photo mounting
instruction booklets are sent with all sidecars.

16. Motorvation offers expert factory mounting.

17. The advanced touring motorcycles on the
market today make it a pleasure to take on the
adventure of the highways and back roads of
our country. The Formula II makes it possible
to make that adventure truly a family affair.

Motovation Formula II

The Formula II Standard comes in a black or
white gelcoated finish with chromed mounting

hardware. It includes a removable seat,
windshield, carpet floor mat, and headlight.

$3299.00

The Formula II Ltd. includes color match
paint to the motorcycle, fully upholstered

interior, all chrome mounting hardware, and
your choice of the Electric Lean option or the

Flip Nose option.  $4399.00
Motorvation Engineering Sidecars and

Trailers, 941 Fourth Ave.
Sibley IA 51249

712.754.3664 800.305.3664
< 2005 update >
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Frupalletta outfits were at the Buellton Rally. Kids love them - said Doug Bingham.
Contact IPESA Corp, 15205 Grevillea Ave., Lawndae, CA 90260, 213-676-7726

Frozen Fruit Bars
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AUG 15-17, Adirondack Sidecar Rally, Crows Nest Restaurant, Rt 9, North Hudson, NY. Info: Al
Lewis, 136 John St., Hudson Falls NY 12839; phone (518) 747-7249. NEBMWC.

AUG 15-17, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular V, Mariposa, Calif.

AUG 29-SEP 1, Kootenay Campout, Mirror Lake campground, Kaslo, B.C. Canada. Contact Bigfoot
Sidecar Club (604) 534-6473.

NOV 7-10, 3rd Annual San Diego Daze/Havasi Nites Sidecar Rally, Echo Lodge, Parker Dam, Calif.
Contact Jack Fassel, 13110 Old West Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92129.

Now to OCT 31, Vancouver Island Grand Tou: Vancouver B.C. Canada. Visit checkpoint: submit
photos or postcards. Contact G.W R.R.A. Chapter "E", PO Box 1892, Lady-smith, B.C. VOR 2E0
Canada. (604) 245-4908

Now to NOV 14, Gypsy Wheels MC of Illinoi: and Kampgrounds of America Great America Camp
Out, anywhere USA camping at KOA Kampgrounds. Trophies to top 18 finishers. Shirley Doner,
(312) 479-5301.

Now to NOV 30, Post Office Tour, anywhere USA. Ride to any five post offices in al five states, take
pictures at each and send in for metal Completion Pin. Turf Touring Club, PO Box 80722, Las
Vegas, Nevada 89180. You've got five months!

Coming Events
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Rally Info
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Rally Info
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ADVTS
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ADVTS

CLASSIFIED ADS  ...  CLASSIFIED ADS  ...
Please use this form for your ad. Fill in each box with item, features, price, your
name and where to reach you (address or phone or both, as you prefer). FOR SALE will be
assumed; otherwise, indicate WANTED or TRADE. The fee is $4.00 private party, or $8.00
commercial, for a maximum eight lines of 27 characters per line (a character is a letter, digit,
punctuation mark or blank space) including name and address and/or phone.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If needed, you may continue for an additional 50 per line, limit 27 characters per line.
Make check or money order payable to the United Sidecar Association. Send ad and payment
to: USCA - CLASSIFIEDS, P.O. Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

Hitchhiker sidecar. Like new. Chrome struts, chrome
lighted bumper fittings, new carpeting, 5000 miles.
Price $1695 firm. Jim Ratliff, 619 Arlington Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio (513) 821-6880.

Gold Wing with Vetter sidecar. 15000 mi. CB. Like
new condition. Alarm plus. Extras. Must sell, make
offer. Bob Walker (805) 497-8866. 971 Woodlawn
Dr., Thousand Oaks, Calif.

1983 Honda Aspencade with Vetter Terraplane sidecar.
Show bike w/all Markland accessories. Has a
blower, spare gas tank, color TV, loaded. 13K miles.
Asking $9650. Geo. Aumiller (714) 549-2228 days
or (714) 5913306 eves.

1984 Yamaha Venture '85 Jawa Velorex car. Bike has
lots of extras, lights, chrome warranteed until 10/87.
Yamaha sheepskin seat cover, back rest, speakers,
2600 miles. $6200. Beautiful bike - hate biking.
Goldsboro, NC (919) 778-7499.

BMW sidecars. Early BMW parts. Send SASE for list.
Steve Puntillo, 1911 Rowley Ave., Madison WI
53705, (608) 233-1569.

1985 Neval/DNEPR 650 CC Twin 4 speed + reverse +
high speed final ratios. With Neval military style
sidecar. HD Avon tyres - shop man. Russian Twin
slide carbs -windshield and top - USA

spec and reg in CA. Like new 1200 mi. $3500 OBO.
T.Knapp, San Francisco, CA (415) 3872219.

1981 Kawasaki 550 LTD w/1972 Jawa Velorex s/c
$1450 or will separate. California s/c for scooter
$475. Calif. Friendship s/c, needs some work, $550.
Spirit Eagle s/c $550. M. Valadez, 9145 Camulos
Ave. Montclair, CA 91763 (714) 625-2072.

1977 BMW R100/7 w/1980 Velorex. 36K on bike,
low miles on the car. Bike fitted w/ heavy suspen-
sion, fork and swing arm braces, Luftmeister clutch,
Vesco rapid transit, BMW bags. $4000 or best.
(219) 288-2618.

83 Venture. 13K miles. In perfect cond. New tires, blk
color with custom cargo trailer. Lots of lights, back
rest, floor boards, custom made storage pockets.
Chrome and lights all over. Garage stored. $4400.
(904) 769-5863 anytime.

74 Jawa 25000 with attached matching Velorex
sidecar. 4 Excellent, go anywhere. $1200. Charlie
Seymour, RFD #1, Limerick, ME 04048. (207)
793-2023.

1966 Kawasaki 65000 Twin with sidecar. 6350 miles
by original owner. Excellent condition. $2500.
Michael Thomas, 101 Clark, Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 244-7194.

1981 California sidecar. widened 10", as featured in
Hack'd Magazine. Gas tank, air suspension, separate
sidecar battery, convertible top. Mounts to KZ1300.
$1900. Call Ralph (312) 479-5301.

1977 GL1000/1984 California S/C. M/C has Lester
mags, 4:1 gears, beefed-up front, extra gas tanks,
Califia fats bags Vetter fairing, many extrasW
Stereos in S/C and M/C. Sacrifice at $2400 com-
plete. Will separate. J. Sessum, 3908 Clearwater,
Fayetteville, NC 28301, (919) 488-8763.

1970 BMW R60/5 w/Watsonian sidecar. 41300 miles,
spare 6 gal. gas tank. Runs good. Asking $2450
OBO. George Aumiller (714) 5492228 days or
(714) 591-3306 eves.

81 Motorvation Spyder T-1 sidecar. $2600 new. $1000
firm. Sub-frame for BMW/6. Will fit almost any
bike. Steve Hubek. London, Ohio, 43140, (614)
852-4910.

Harley-Davidson sidecar for Electra-Glide, $1800.
Also extra complete interior for fiberglass HD tub.
Call Darya; at (913) 937-4303 or (913) lip 242-3461
days, Ottawa, Kansas.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

81 Interstate w/Vetter sidecar and
cargo trailer. Color matched in gold
and brown. Stereo, Markland rider
and pass. Boards and hitch. Many
extras. Only 27K mi. Classic
beauty. Asking $5950. Deming,
Liberty, Miss. 601-657-8975.

1982 Honda 900 custom. Shaft, 2-
speed rear axle, Windjanuaer, AM/
FM cassette, trunk, Goodwin car,
glass Harley-style body, color
matched in blue, 21,000 miles. Nice
unit and affordable. $2750. Terry
Uhr, Box 627, Bettendorf, Iowa
52722. (319) 355-7353.

82 Velorex, conv top, side curtains,
Tonneau cover, windshield, brakes,
luggage rack, 4-point mount, less
than 2000 miles, was on GL1000-
$795-Bob Gagne, 4215 Maple Ave.,
Brookfield, IL 60513. (312) 387-
0512.

1977 Harley cafe racer 1000 stock
but rusty. Low miles, runs great
$3500. Also Velorex s/c newer
style, needs restoration $500. 217-
253-5026 Tuscola ILL. evenings.

1959 R69 BMW w/Jawa sidecar,
Velorex, 1974. Black, goo condi-
tion, original, clean.lw Asking
$3600. Call Ellen, (212)683-7582.
225 Union Ave., Peekskill, NY
10566.

1980 Dnepr 650cc, 4-speed with
reverse, good running condition.
Mud flaps and extras. Possible
video for new owner $2200 OBO.
Call or write Brian Kuraitis, 403-
437-5101. 11220 54 Ave.,
Edmonton, Alberta T64-0V6.

WANTED: Windshield for Easy Rider
sidecar. Will consider whole car.
Alan Hart, Box 124, Nassau,
Rensselaer County, NY 12123 (518)
766-3546, (518) 445-8515.

1985 Honda Aspencade and 1986
Motorvation sidecar.

New. 11,000 miles, com--) pletely
full dress, wind- it shield, convert-
ible top, gas tank. $16,000 invested
- make offer. Hal Monroe, Shreve-
port, LA, (318) 635-0693.

New BMW K100RT US spec. 86
model with color matched EML
sport sidecar. Complete with EML
modification kit incl disc brake and
hood. For sale after forthcoming
trip to US. 29950 German marks.
Janet Maddock. Fassaroe Bray.
Wicklow Ireland. 01 868418.

81 Interstate w/Vetter sidecar and
cargo trailer. Color matched in gold
and brown. Stereo, Markland rider
and pass. Boards and hitch. Many
extras. Only 27k mi. Classic beauty.
Asking $5950. Deming. Liberty,
440") Miss. 601-657-8975.
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